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â€œRocket-paced suspense.â€•â€”Jeffery Deaverâ€œGilstrap will leave you breathless.â€• â€”Harlan

Coben â€œA great hero, a really exciting series.â€• â€”Joseph Finder Freelance operative Jonathan

Grave faces his fiercest challenge yet in bestselling author John Gilstrapâ€™s explosive new thriller

. . .The mission: Drop into the Mexican jungle, infiltrate a drug cartelâ€™s compound, and extract a

kidnapped DEA agent. But when Jonathan Grave and his partner, Boxers, retrieve the hostage and

return to the exfil point, all hell breaks loose. Ambushed, abandoned, and attacked on all sides, their

only hope of survival lies inside a remote orphanage where innocent children have been targeted for

death. Even if Grave can lead his precious cargo to safety across a hundred miles of treacherous

jungle filled with enemies, he canâ€™t shake the feeling that something bigger is at play. A vast

conspiracy of international power players who take no prisonersâ€”and leave no survivors . . .

â€œWhen you pick up a Gilstrap novel, one thing is always trueâ€”you are going to be entertained at

a high rate of speed.â€• â€”Suspense Magazine Â â€œIf you like Vince Flynn and Brad Thor,

youâ€™ll love John Gilstrap.â€• â€”Gayle Lynds â€œGilstrap pushes every thriller button.â€• â€”San

Francisco Chronicle
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I think this is the best Jonathan Grave novel in the series. Multiple well balanced threads of interest

leading to the climax, and I appreciate the resurgence of Gail as a main character. I really like the

new characters introduced and enjoyed what seemed like an appropriate amount of gut busting

humor mixed with the exciting action scenes and suspense.I have read all of the Jonathan Grave

novels and I'm catching up on other Gilstrap novels from his earlier days. Reading Even Steven

right now, which I am enjoying, its easy to see how much John Gilstrap has developed as a story

teller over the years.Can't wait for the next new book!

Having read all of the Jonathan Grave books, I'm torn between racing through the latest book or

making it last, knowing it will be a long time before the next one! But as always, they're worth the

wait! Love the whole "cast of characters," each of whom contributes to the plot of the book. As

usual, there are a lot of hairy moments, not all of which turn out as happy endings, but it's always

interesting to see what Boxer will blow up next. Teaser for the next book looks great! Please don't

make us wait too long!

Another strong outing for Scorpion and Big Guy who this time defeat the entire Mexican cartel as

well as elements of the Mexican police and federales. There is no force too overwhelming for them

to lose their PC, in this case a betrayed and left for dead and tortured DEA agent who for reasons

not completely explained seems no worse the wear for having had some teeth and fingernails

extracted before being rescued. Does he ask for a vicodin or anti-biotics? Of course not. This time

they also take with them part of an orphanage. Since Scorpion effectively owns his own orphange it

doesn't make a lot of sense for him to be hang wringing.

I couldn't put it down! Another great story for our duo of good guys doing bad things to ugly people.

Glad to see Gail come back to the dark side, and the teaser for the next book just makes me want

some time travel!

Mr. Gilstrap always delivers a "can't put down" story. The flow of his stories are always smooth and

his characters are like old friends or folks you can or want to relate to. I have read all of his books

and look forward to all future novels. Thank you for another entertaining yarn.



Whiny Gail is back. Other than that, excellent book. Easy reading and engaging. Would prefer that

Jonathan and Wolverine begin an occasional romantic liaison to spice things up. Dump righteous

Gail; she is way too irritating. Boxers may not say much, but he delivers some great one-liners. Little

darlings? Would like more of Dom's subtle wisdom. When you begin to think and feel like the

characters are real people, you know the author's done a great job.

From the opening paragraph to the last word, this book positively OOZES action and adventure! It's

a but light on plot twists but does have good intrigue.I found it highly entertaining and thoroughly

enjoyable. I'm sure you will too.

The only disappointing thing is that it has to end! My absolute favorite author these days! Love the

characters, the wealth of detail, the nonstop thrill ride and how doing what's right is at the very heart

of each endeavor!
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